
  Class: Reception  Term:  Spring Term 1 Lady Katherine Leveson CE Primary School  Topics: To infinity and Beyond, Dinosaur Dig & 
Chinese New Year 

Communication and Language Development 
 
We will discuss the changes of dinosaurs over time – alive, skeleton, 
and fossil. 
We will listen to stories related to Space and Dinosaurs.  
We will re-tell stories and use actions to help create story maps.  
We will use small world figures to re-tell the stories during a play 
environment.   
We will introduce the narratives into our play a Space Station, 
Jurassic Jungle role play and a dinosaur egg hatching. Costumes & 
props being used).  
We will discuss and investigate ‘the mysterious egg’ – how, why, 
who questions.  
We will answer how and why questions about the stories 
 
Intended Learning Outcomes  
I can ask questions about a story. 
I can listen carefully to story within pictures of props.  
I can answer ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions about a story. 
I can create my own narrative by connecting ideas in play. 
I can express myself effectively in a small group.  
I can create my own explanation by linking events and ideas  
 

Personal, Social and Emotional Development 
Activities 
We will follow the new rules and routines of the classroom and 
work together as a team.  
We will discuss feelings of characters from the stories.   
We will play cooperatively when planning a Space Expedition, 
building a volcano, dinosaur island and in the role play.  
We will share our marvellous moment’s journals.  
We will freely choose materials and resources when creating models 
and pictures linked to the topic.  
We will work as a team to find the dinosaur fossils and build the 
skeleton of a dinosaur.  
 
Intended Learning Outcomes  
I can play cooperatively, taking turns with others.  
I will form positive relationships with other children and adults.  
I will discuss ideas in my familiar group during circle times.  
I will access resources freely with confidence.  
I understand and follow the rules of the classroom. 
I can take changes of routine in my stride.  

Physical Development 
Activities 
We will move like we are travelling through space, being different 
dinosaurs, thinking about different parts of our bodies. 
We will travel to the moon like the bear from ‘Whatever Next’.   
We will dig for fossils and moon rocks using shuvels and dust them 
off using brushes. 
We will learn why exercise is important for living things.   
We will discuss the effects exercise has on our bodies during PE 
sessions. 
We will explore and use movements of different characters to retell 
the stories. 
We will perform our Dinosaur Stomp Dance.   
 
Intended Learning Outcomes  
I show good control and co-ordination in large and small 
movements.  
I move confidently in a range of ways, safely negotiating space.  
I handle equipment and tools effectively. 
I understand why exercise is important to our bodies.  
I can explain how our body changes after exercise.  



Mathematical Development 
Activities 
We will count how many spikes are on our 
dinosaurs and match to the correct number. 
We will order stars from space to 20.  
We will identify 1 more and less when exploring   
We will compare the height of different dinosaurs 
by using non-standard units.   
We will explore mathematical vocabulary when 
discussing shapes of rockets, dinosaurs and fossils.  
 
Intended Learning Outcomes  
I can count to 20 
I can order 1-20 correctly.  
I understand the concept of halving an object or 
amount by sharing.  
I can use every day language when describing 
height. 
I can add two one digit numbers together using 
objects.  
I can use mathematical language to describe 2D 
and 3D shapes.  

Literacy Development 
Activities 
We will explore and learn the phase 2 & 3 sounds 
and practice blending them in words. 
We will learn to write sounds cursively.   
We will participate in small group and class guided 
reading.  
We will explore Space and dinosaur stories – 
fiction and non-fiction.  
We will learn and sequence the stories.  
We will create story maps to help us re-tell the 
story.   
We will write a list of items for our space 
adventure.   
We will write sentences to describe an alien.  
We will write instructions of how to look after our 
baby dinosaur.  
We will use the writing area to write about 
different dinosaurs and stories.  
 
Intended Learning Outcomes  
I can read and understand simple sentences. 
I can decode and blend a word together correctly. 
I can read all of phase 2 tricky words.  
I recognize all phase 3 phonemes.  
I write words which match my spoken language.  
I can attempt to write a sentence which is 
phonetically plausible.  
 
 

Expressive Arts and Design Development 
Activities 
We will use instruments when re-telling the 
stories to create effects.  
We will listen to Jurassic sounds of the jungle and 
identify what we can hear.  
We will move and act like different dinosaurs and 
explorers.  
We will be making story props and story puppets 
We will select a range of materials and tools to 
make rockets, astronauts volcanoes, a dinosaur 
and fossils.  
We will move our bodies like the story characters 
when we act out the story. 
 
Intended Learning Outcomes  
I can sing songs, make music and dance, and 
experiment with ways of changing them. 
I safely use and explore a variety of materials, 
tools and techniques, experimenting with colour, 
texture, form and function. 
I can represent my ideas and feelings through art, 
role play, dance and music. 
 
 

Understanding the World Development 
Activities 
We will complete my marvellous moment home 
activity.  
We will complete a simple program on the 
computer e.g. ICT games -  painting programme, 
phonic game and numbers.  
We will learn about different planets and 
dinosaurs and discuss similarities and differences 
between them.  
We will create a warm safe home for our dinosaur 
egg. 
We will look at different environments compared 
to the Jurassic jungle.  
 
 
Intended Learning Outcomes  
I recognise that a range of technology is used in 
places such as homes and schools.  
I can select technology for a specific purpose.  
I can talk about similarities and difference 
between animals and places.  
I can talk about the similarities and differences of 
a different tradition.  
 

 

Key Texts for each week 

Week 1: Whatever Next 

Week 2:  Aliens Love Underpants  

Week 3: The Wondrous Dinosaurium 

Week 4: The dinosaur who lost her voice 

Week 5: Story of Chinese New Year  

Week 6: The Run Away Wok 


